Introduction
The aim of this work is to continue the analysis of a new mechanism, the singular cycles, introduced in [3] and [1] through which a vector field, depending on parameters, may envolve when the parameter varies from a vector field exhibiting simple dynamics into one having non-trivial dynamics.
Let M be a (7°°,m-dimensional, compact, connected, boundaryless, riemannian manifold. Let X e X^M) be a C^-vector field on M.
DEFINITION 1. -A cycle for the vector field X is a compact, invariant set T C M formed by: (i) a finite number of singularities and periodic orbits Fo = {ao, • • •, On}; (ii) the complement I\ = (T \ Fo) is a set of non-periodic regular trajectories of the vector field X that satisfies: (CC)\ for any trajectory 7 C I\, there exists 0 < i < n such thatuj{^) C cr(i+i)mod(n+i) and 0(7) C (Jz\ (CC)^ given 0 < i < n there exists a trayectory 7 C I\ such thatuj^} C o'(i-\-i)mod(,n-^-i) and 0(7) C o-i.
Here ^(7) (respectively o^)) denotes the c<;-limit set (respectively the a-limit set) of the trayectory 7.
A cycle will be called singular if it contains a singularity; hyperbolic if all the critical elements in F are hyperbolic.
In this article we will deal with a 3-dimensional, hyperbolic, singular cycle, F C M 3 , that contains a unique singularity, ao(X), and periodic orbits o-i(X), • • •, (Tn{X), n > 1 (F^. 1).^X ) Fig. 1 We will assume the following regularity conditions: (1) r = {^W^oW^iW^K^^i'W^-'^.W^^W^^W}, where w^ = ^(x) intersects transversally ^+i)^d(n+i) ^S the orbits ^lWu^(X),i = l,--,n.
We let ao(y),ai(y),,-• •,ay,(y) denote, respectively, the analytic continuation of ao(X),ai(X) We let r(V, U) C M denote the set n^(E/), for Y ^Ux (that is, the maximal invariant set in the neighborhood U for the vector field V).
We let 7o(y),7l l (^),7l 2 
Comment:
It is easy to see that there exists a codimension-one submanifold, J\f C ^(M), containing X such that:
(i) V G A/" implies r(y, [7) = {ao(y),7o(Y), • • • ,7^(^)}; (ii) (Ux \ A/") has two connected components and one of them, which is denoted U~, is such that Y e U~ implies T(Y, U) = {ao(y),al(y),7l l (y),7l 2 
(^),•••,^(r),7^(n,7^(n};and (iii) Bifurcations for the maximal invariant set F(Y, U) may appear only for Y e U^ = (Z^\(A/"U^-)).
UH is defined to be the set of Y e U^ such that r(V, £/) consists of Fo, a transitive hyperbolic set and a denumerable number of isolated hyperbolic periodic orbit, and U\ as the set of Y e U^ such that F(Y, U) consists of ^(V), a transitive hyperbolic set, a hyperbolic attracting periodic orbit (which is contained in the closure of the trajectory 7o(^)), and a denumerable number of isolated hyperbolic periodic orbit.
Under the above conditions we have the following : THEOREM 1.
-a) U^ \ (UH UZ^) is laminated by codimension-one C 1 -submanifolds
of the following type:
ai) those laminas that present a saddle-node or a flip bifurcation for periodic orbits; a^) those laminas that present a contracting singular cycle; a^) those laminas that present a homoclinic behavior for the singularity; and 04) those laminas that present a recurrent behavior for the analytic continuation of the trayectory 70 (^).

Moreover all elements in the same lamina have the same dynamics in the neighborhood U (that is, given a lamina L CU + \ (U^ U^) and Y^Y^ G L, there exists a homeomorphism h : U -)• U that is a topological equivalence between Y^\u and Y^\u\ b) Any Y G U^ U U\ is structurally stable. c) For any Y G (U~^ \ (U~^ UZ^)), F(Y, U) decomposed into a chain recurrent expansive set, a denumerable number of isolated hyperbolic periodic orbits plus the closure of the trajectory 70 (Y).
Now let {X^,} C Ux be a one-parameter family of vector fields such that X^Q e Af and {X^} is transversal to At at [L = 0. (T^r^ m(A) denotes the Lebesgue measure of the set A C R).
Following [3] we may now state a corollary for Theorem 1.
COROLLARY. Remark. -a) A particular case of Theorem 2 was proven by Pacifico and Rovella in [2] . In their case, F is given by {ao(X), 70(^)5 ^i(^0?7i(^0} and the associated first return map preserves orientation. A more general case of the Pacifico-Rovella result was proven by San Martin in [8] .
The techniques they use to prove their result do not apply in our case. b) For the case a{X) < 1 (an expanding singular cycle), theorems 1 and 2 and the above Corollary 1 were proven by Bamon, Labarca, Mane and Pacifico in [1] .
c) The main difference between the unfolding of expanding and contracting singular cycles is the following: the unfolding of contracting singular cycles must have saddle-node and flip bifurcations whereas the unfolding of the expanding singular cycles does not.
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Proof of Theorem 1
This Chapter is organized in the following way : In section 2.1 we make the necessary change of coordinates to obtain a simpler form of the First Return Map. Section 2.2 is devoted to give a characterization of the elements in U^ U^". Sections 2.3 -2.11 are devoted to the study of the one dimensional dynamics associated to a contracting singular cycle. In particular we obtain the proof of Theorem 1.
CHANGE OF COORDINATES AND THE FIRST RETURN MAP
Let X G ^(M 3 ) be a vector field having a contracting singular cycle, F, with isolated neighbohood U C M. For the sake of simplicity we will assume F contains a unique periodic orbit, and later on in Section III.5 we will make comments on the general case. Here F is the union of a singularity o-o == cro{X), a periodic orbit cri = ^{X), an orbit /yo = ^fo(X) C W^ of nontransversal intersection between W^ and W^^ and two orbits of transversal intersection between W^ and W^^]^ = ^i(X) and 7^ = 7^(X).
Let Q be a cross section to the flow X at q e o\ parametrized by {(x,y)/\x\, \y\ < 1} and satisfying W^ D {(^0);|^| < 1} and W^ D {(0^); H < 1}.
Let p = p(X) be the first intersection between 70 and Q. Then p = (a:o, 0) = (a;o(X), 0) and we assume XQ > 0. It is clear that a first return map, F = F(X), is defined on a subset of Q. Moreover if gi = (0,^i) = (O^i(X)) and q^ = (0,^) = (0,^W) are such that their cj-limit set is <TO, then there are horizontal strips J?i = R\{X) and J?2 = ^(^O such that F is defined on R^ U Jt^-Here a horizontal strip is a closed set C C Q bounded (in Q) by two disjoint continuous curves connecting the vertical sides of QJ(-1^)/M < 1}, and {(l^}/\y\ < 1}.
Since F is isolated, we have that F H Q C {{x,y)/y > 0} and that : Y) ) (resp., q^Y) = (^y^Y))) be the analytic continuation of the point gi (resp., ^2). Since ^(^(V)) = ao(Y) and (^(^)) ^ ^i(Y),i = 1,2, there are horizontal strips R{r 3 q,(Y) such that the positive orbits of points at Ry first pass near ao(Y) and afterwards return to Q. On the other hand, the positive orbits of points at a horizontal strip Ry containing W^a^Y)) nQ goes around the closed orbit a^Y) and then return to Q (see Fig. 3 ). Therefore Fy is defined on Ry U R^ U R^ , and the restriction of Fy to Ry coincides with the Poincare map, Py, associated to cr^Y). We further assume Py is linear on Ry.
Let ^y > 1 and Ty < 1 be the eigenvalues of ^Py(0,0). We have jR^ = {(x,y)/x > 0,e^(rr) < y < 6 1 },^ = {(^r^)/^ > 0, 6 2 < y < Q^x)}, where Qy(x) = @\Y,x) is a smooth real function satisfying {{x, Qy{x)),0 < x < 1} C W^ao^Y)) and (0,6y(0)) = ^(V)^ = 1,2. Moreover if 4(a;) = S^Y.x) is such that {(a;,ey(^) + (-l)^1^))^ < ^ < 1} C Fy l ({(^0);0 < x < 1}) C ^'^(^(V))) i = 1,2, then there is e > 0 such that 6
1 -e > @^(x) + 6^(x) and 6 2 + e < Q^(x) -S^(x), every x.
Making a linear change of coordinates we may also assume that For the sake of simplicity, we assume that 0^(x) = 1 and that Q^{x) = 1 -8. We also have Ci(x, y) = 0. Since ^\{x, y) is a diffeomorphism, we have that a^rc, y) / 0 and that di(x,y) ^ 0, every (x,y). Thus we conclude that there are real positive constants C and K such that: 
Here J{Y, y) and K{Y, y) are C' 2 -maps on V, whereas C^-maps on y for y 7^ 1,1 -6. Furthermore using (d), (e) and (f), we obtain:
respectively, that ye We do not lose generality if, in the sequel, we assume that, for Y e U : a{Y} = a,/3(r) = /3,$y = ^ and ry = T.
Furthermore since the map Y ->• yy is a C^-submersion, we can find C 2 -coordinates (f, p.) in the neighborhood U(n, e R) such that:
4° SfiRIE -TOME 28 -1995 -N° 6 r\ t Û nder these conditions we obtain S^v^) = A^v)^^, with --small numbers
We will use the notations a{v, fi) = 1 -^(v, /^) and b(v, ^) = 1 -8 + S 1^,^) .
2.2.
For a proof of Theorem 1 we first give a characterization of the elements in U~^ U U\. Choose /^i > 0 and no G N such that ^^i = 1,1 > 1.
We next assume 0 < fi < ^-no = /^o. 
component of the first return map F^^(x,y). Define L^(v, ^ y) = L(v, ^ y) and L^i(v, ^ y) = L(v, ^ Ln[v, ^ y)) for n > 1. Let
A(^) = {^/ G [O,
-For {v, p.) G ro we have that A(v, p.) is a hyperbolic set for the map L(v, ^ •).
Proof. -Let (v,^) G Fo and n = n(v,p) be the integer such that Ln(v,^l) G Joi(^,^) U Ji2(zs/^). Due to the continuity of the map {v,^y) i-^ Ln(v,^y) we can find neighborhoods £/i_^ c h{v, IJL),U^ c I'z{v, fi) of the points 1 -6 and 1, respectively, such that y G U^s U t/i implies £^('y, /^; y) e Joi(^, /^) U I^{v, ^). This, in turn, implies that A(v, /^) is a compact invariant set with all its periodic points hyperbolic repelling and without critical points. Hence, by applying a result proved by Mane [6] to the restriction map Proof. -We note that L{v^\ '}\i^v^}ui-2{v^) has negative Schwarzian derivative. By Singer's theorem we obtain that the attracting periodic orbit attracts all the critical points (since that all critical points eventually have the same orbit).
Since L(v^ /^; •) has a hyperbolic attracting periodic orbit, we have that it does not have saddle-node or attracting flip bifurcations. Since these are the only non-hyperbolic periodic orbits that appear in our family (see sections 2.3 through 2.14), we conclude that A(^,/^) does not contain non-hyperbolic periodic orbits. In particular, all the periodic points in
• Using the techniques of [3] 
2.3.
Since X C Ux we have X = {vo, 0) some VQ. In the sequel we will deal with (v,^) G Ux such that : -^-(^-^ < /^ < ^-(no-l) ; Ih -^o 11 < TO 5 some ro > 0 small, and no e N choosen such that the number :
Throughout, we will consider fco G N such that ko > no-
Lf^^^f'V^^^r^'^r^i-^i], for j>i, z=i,2.
will denote, the interval satisfying :
Note that For j = 0, we have that I)( Hv,;u)= 1 -5,z(l(u,A() and that D^Uv^)
he proof of the following lemma is easy and left to the reader.
LEMMA 5.
-Given e > 0 we can find jo G N such that
. ^2-.
(^) 1; (z;^)eB(fco)l<( 9a a^-for any j > JQ : that is, the sequences of maps ( z( }}, (y( }}
• /i\ We also note the following fact: for any j > l,y G D( )('y,^) and y' e
,.^^9
L .
9y (v,^y)
where the sequence (A/) satisfies lim A. = 1
j-^oo
We now have the following result for (z^) G B(fco).
LEMMA 6.
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For ^K^) we have : AA -^(^^^( ) ) (^/( )-(! -^)) = F^0 and ot nested sets and map5:
as follows:
^^^J)^^^- , -1
and hence
that is, for any (v,/^) e B{ko) we have :
a hyperbolic set of zero Lebesgue measure.
• Remark 2. -Let denote the set above by C ((),()) (^ , ^). As a consequence we obtain that its closure is a Cantor set of zero Lebesgue measure. 
From these relations we obtain <9A,
Let us compute inductively the derivatives in the right-hand side.
We have a similar relation for --(v,fJ,;y) by replacing -for -wherever it A;u Qfi Qv corresponds in the above formulas.
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The other derivative yields
Denoting by gr the map g[ r ),, we have: (i) the point pr (v,Cr(v) ) represents a periodic point of the map G{v,Cr{v)). In this case denote by a{pr{v^ Cr{v))) the hyperbolic periodic orbit of the vector field Xr{v) associated to pr{v, Cr(^))-Under these conditions we must have 7o(^o(^r(^))) C IV^cr^r^ Cr(v)))) , that is, the vector field Xr(v) presents a contracting singular cycle or (ii) the point pr(v,Cr{v)) has recurrent behavior with respect to the set 
(v ^b(v) ,s(v ^b(v))'^v e V} ( resp. {(v ,a(v) ,5(v ,a(v));z; C ^}). Let denote by
X^{v} ( resp. Xa{v) )the vector field associated to {v , 6) e B{ko) ( resp.('y , a) e B(ko)).
This vector field satisfies that :
7o(<To?M))cW S (al(^(^))).
(resp.7o(^o(^))) C l^((7i(X,(^)))).
2.7.
In general let us consider the set of bisequenceŝ
=(r:N-.U'Yi=l^j>0\\
and the map
given by
and {v,p) G J3(fco).
Denote by M(z>, /^) the set of points y € [ 1 -<5,1 ] such that it is denned Gk(v, ^, y) for all fc G N. Associated with any y C M(z>, /^) we can define a bisequence T(v, ^){y) ^ So by:
(r(^)0/))(fc) = f^) ^^ G,(^^^) G pf^V^/.)
Vs/ Vs/
Clearly r(z>,^) : M(v,^i) -> Si is continuous and satisfies F('y,^) oG{v,fi) = ai o r('y, ^).
Here (TO : So -^ So is the shift map ao(r)(fc) = F(fc + 1).
DEFINITION 3. -We will say that the bisequence T G So is admissible at the level (z^ /^)
ifY{v^}-\T) / 0. Remark 3. -1) We note that r^,^"^0"^) is a surjective map, for any (z^"^0"^) G
B(fco).
2) From 1) we conclude that, given F G So, we can find a first parameter valuê rf^);^"^0" 1^! -6) < ^r(^) < $ -(feo-l) such that F is admissible at the level (v,^), any ^ > ^r(^) [ for instance /^r(^) = ^-(^-^(l -5), any F G Si ]. 
DEFINITION 4. -A.s'5'Mm^ (^, p) G B{ko) is a parameter value that satisfies {1 -6^1} C M(v, iji). In this case we will call the bisequence (To(T(v, /^))(1) = ao(T(v, ^))(1 -6) the itinerary of the map G(v^ fi, •), and we will denote it by 0(z», /^). We will say a bisequence r C So is realisable if there is a parameter value {v, IJL) C B(fco) such that Q{v, 11} = F. We will denote the bisequence T(v , /^)(1) ( resp. T(v , ^){1-8)). by r^{v , /z)f resp.T^-^ , fi)).
-For those F G Es which satisfy that o~o(r) is realizable and the number of ( . ) that appears in Fo is odd, we can find values of the parameter
f Wo(^) < ^roM < A^roM such that:
assoclatea one-dimensional map G(v^fJL^') has an attracting, hyperbolic, periodic orbit whose period is ((Fo). Moreover, one point of this orbit is contained in D((T^(TQ)){V^ ^i) , any 0 < k < l)(ro) -1. ii) for any (v , p) G -B(fco), /^^ (v) < [i < ^ro ( v ) ? tne associated one-dimensional map G(v^ p,, •) has an attracting, hyperbolic, periodic orbit whose period is 2J(ro). Moreover, two points of this orbit are contained in D(a^(ro))(v^ 11), any 0 < k < (((Fo) -1. iii) for (z',^ro(^)) € B{ko) we have that D(a^(To))(v,ii) is a single point, and the associated one-dimensional map G{v^ IJL , •) satisfies
G^{y. /.)(^(^(ro))(^ /.)) = D{a k ,(r^ ^)),
the associated one-dimensional map G(v^jjL^) has a flip bifurcation of the attracting periodic orbit. Moreover, one point of this orbit is contained in the interior of D(^(ro))(^,^), any
0 < k < jj(ro) -1. v) for (v ,A 6 2^o(^')) ^ B{ko) the associated one-dimensional map G^z^/^roM -> •) satisfies
G^Wa^r^v^^)) = ^(^(FoX^ro)
and interchanges the points in 9jD(a^(ro))(^, ^2^) ? ^^.V 0 ^ ^ ^ tt(^o) -1 -^ in particular 
That is, G(v^,y(v,ii)} = y(v^).
For fixed ^ such that (v,ti} G -B(fco) we have ))! <o.
9^\9y ^\y=yM oreover, for ^ > ^-(^--^(l -^) we have :
Now it is not hard to see that :
g-s{G(v^,y{v^)))
Under these circumstances we may consider the C^-map
^0. y=y(v^ (v))
In this case there is a smooth map ^ = ^(z», y) such that ^(v, /^(z', y)^ y) = 0. 
Now the proof of the proposition 1 follows as in the previous case.
2.8.
Let r G £2 and denote by Fo its period.
PROPOSITION 2. -For those F G Ea such that ao(T) is realisable and the number of { \ V/ that appears in To is even, we can find values of the parameter ^r(v) = l^^(v) < A^roM such that: i) for (v , f^y^(v)) G B(ko) , the associated one-dimensional map G(v , l^^(v) -,') has a saddle-node bifurcation whose period is jt(ro). Moreover, one point of this orbit is contained in the boundary of the interval D(a^(T))(v, fi)
, any 0 < k < ((Fo) -1. ii) for (v , p.) G B(ko) ; ^F(^) < [L < ^^o(' y )5 ^n e
associated one-dimensional map G(v^ 11, •) has an attracting, hyperbolic, periodic orbit and a repelling, hyperbolic, periodic orbit contained in the interior of I^(r)(^,^)UJ9(ao(r))(7;,^)U-• •U2?(a$ (^o)-l (^))(^^).
Moreover one point, of any of the two periodic orbits, is contained in
D(a^(r))(v, p.) , any 0 < k < ^(To) -1).
iii) for (v , ^ = f^r^^v)) G B(ko) , the associated one-dimensional map satisfies G^)(v^,9D(^(T))(v,^ = 9D(^(T))(v,p,).
Under these circumstances the points in the boundary are fixed points for the map G^(ro)-
Note that the boundary 9D(T)(v, p) contains 1 -8 or 1 depending on To = ( ( )?''')
or ( ( Q ) ^ • " ) ^ respectively. We have :
iv)for (v.^ji) e B{ko}',^{v) < [L < ^2ro(^) the pre-image ^/^"'^(r)) is the interval D(a^(r)){v^). v) for any {v,ii} G B{ko) such that ^ >
c)W and, hence, --(v,/z;^)|y=i = ^f co-l / 0, for any {v^) G B{ko). Therefore, by the CfLI} implicit function theorem we obtain a C^-map, twice differentiable in the ^/-variable Denote by /^ = p,{v ,^/(zQ). For this map we have: 
IJL = ^{v,y) such that: We solve the equation E(v,^y) = 0 for (v,^) G B(ko),y € /2\ D^ j(i^) if and only if [i = ^(v,y).
From the relation E{v^{v^y)'^y) = 0 we obtain
Q ^-^-^(^^^^-^-^(^^^^-^"'l-l , / -^^) = --- i -- y ------_.---------------- J --,
oy oy
G{v^ [i\ •) has a hyperbolic, attracting periodic orbit whose period is ko , at y = y^ and a hyperbolic repelling , fixed point at y = y^. Observe that, for {v , p) G B{ko), [L < /^ , the one dimensional map G{v , ^ -);does not have fixed points in D (^). This complete the proof of proposition 2 in this particular case.
In the general case we can proceed as follows :
Let Fo = ft), In..., ()V here r = #(Fo) -1. Let us consider Now the proof follows as in the previous case.
• As a consequence of proposition 1 and 2 we get the following :
Remark 5. -Asumme ri(v, /^) or Fi-^, /^) is a periodic itinerary. In this situation the associated one dimensional map G(v^^ •) satisfies one of the following:
is an interval which contains, in its interior, a hyperbolic, attracting periodic orbit or (ii) D(r-^{v^)){v^) (or I5(ri_< §('y,/^))('r,^)) is an interval which contains a flip or a saddle-node periodic orbit or
is an interval and ^/ = 1 (or ^/ = 1 -6) is an attracting periodic orbit or
2.9.
Let us now define an order relation among the elements of So. We initially define 
is an increasing map we can find a parameter value ^2 > A^r^) such that x-z{v, ^2) = ^f co-1^2 • This implieŝ 2(^2) = r(^^)(G(7;^2,l -^')) = (TOO (r(^2)(l -^)) = ©(^2). That is r2 is realizable.
• Remark 6. -1) Let F C So be any realizable sequence and /^r(^) = inf{/^ 0('y,/^) = r}. Let F2 € So;F2 < r be any bisequence which is not realizable for ^-(^-^(l -6) < < A A^(^) then I^ is not realizable at all, that is there no exists ^-^o-i)^ _ ^ < ^ < -(fco-i) such that e(^) = F2.
2) Assume (v,^),{v,^) € B(fco) satisfy ^o-l^l G M(v^i), ^0-1^2 e M^,^). If A4 < ^2 then we have 6(^ ^i) -r(^ ^i)(^°-1^) < e(^, ^2) = r(^ ^2)(^0-1^)
3) Assume {v,^\{v,^} e B(fco) satisfy ^o-l^l G M(^^i), ^0-1^2 e M{v,â nd 6(?;,/^i) < 6(^,^2) then we have /^i < ^2. 
Denote by Xx(v) the vector field associated to (v^C^(v)) G B(fco).
Let a(pr(^? ^(^))) C U be the hyperbolic, periodic orbit associated to the point pr (v,C^(v) 
that is, the vector field X^(v) has a contracting singular cycle.
2.11. Let r G So be any realizable bisequence. Assume /^r = /^r(^) is the parameter value which satisfies ©(v, /^r(^)) = r and xy = xy{v^ p,) G M(z>, ^) be a point which satisfies rM(rrr(^)) = r.
(A) Assume F G Per(a). In this case we have F G Si or F e £2 or there is k e N such that a^(T) e £2. In all the cases, as we have seen in (2.6), (2.7) (2.8) and (2.10), we 4 '^ SERIE -TOME 28 -1995 - N° 6 known that associated to F we can find a C^-surface C^ = {(v, (7r(^)); v G V} c B(ko) such that: the vector field Xr(v), which represents the point (v,Cr(v)) G C^, presents a contracting singular cycle or a homoclinic orbit for the singularity o~o(Xr(v)) or a saddle-node or a flip bifurcation.
(B) Suppose that F ^ Per (a) and that there is fc G N such that a^(T) G Per(a). In this situation, as we have seen in (2.6) and (2.10), we know that associated to F, we can find a C^-surface C^ = {(^CrM);^ e V} C B(fco) such that: the vector field Xr(v), which represents the point (^Cr(z')) G C^ presents a contracting singular cycle.
(C) Suppose r ^ Per (a) and cr^(r) ^ Per (a) , for any fc G N. In this case we can find a sequence of realizable sequences FA. G Per(o-o), F^ < I\ such that
(ii) A4\(^) -^ /^r(^),^r,(^) < f^r(v) and (iii) (^r^*)) is a Cauchy sequence of maps in the C 1 -uniform topology (this can be proved as in (2.9)).
In this case, associated to F, we find a C^-surface {(v, Cr(v))',v G V} such that the vector field which represents the point (z^Cr(v)) G C^ satisfies that the trajectory 7o(^r(^)) has recurrent behavior in the neighborhood U.
(D) Let now s(v,ii} be any pre image of the points b{v,p) or a(v,fi) in the closure of the set M(v,^), such that s(v,^) > ^k o~l^l for some ^-(^-^(l -6) < p, < ^-(^o-1 . In this situation the C^-surface {(v^ fi^s(v^ fi))} = S is transversal to So and, therefore, the intersection S H 5o define a (7 1 -surface 5^ (resp 5a) parametrized by {{v,b{v),S{v,b{v)));v C V} (resp. { (v,a(v) , S(v,a(v) ))',v e V}). Let X^v) (resp. X^(v)) denote the vector field associated to (v^b{v)) G B(fco) (resp. v,a('?;)) G B(feo)). This vector field satisfies that 7o(<ro(^))) C ^(ai(X,(z;))) (resp. ^o(ao(X-a(v))) C lV S (c^l(Xa-(v)))). That is presents a contracting singular cycles. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
• An easy consequence of the results in (2.7) through (2.11) is COROLLARY 4. -Fo U Fi is a dense subset of B(ko), any fco > no.
•
Proof of Theorem 2
Without loss of generality, we may assume that the family {X^} such that X^=o ^ A/' is given by {('y,/^); -£o < ^ < £0} for some v G V and £o > 0 small. We let L(^y) denote the map L(v^^y) given by {^,
here a(^) = l-S 2^)^^) = 1 -6 + S 1^) ,^^) = A^^)^^ = 1,2; J and A: are C^-map in the /^-variable, C 3 in the ^-variable for y / 1 -^ 1 and whose derivatives are small with ^ small. and hence L'^a) > L^).
If L^) > 0, then X^fi) = -7^-'^ < 0 and X is a decreasing map. In particular, Proof. -The proof follows from Lemma 11.
• Proof. -Similar to Corollary 5.
• 
which can be taken smaller or equal to 1/3 for k big. Proof. -The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.
• Proof. -The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.
• (3.4). Consider a parameter value fi e Jo which satisfies: there exists TO G N that For a given ^, e T we have three possibilities for the itinerary F^ :
(1) r^ is a periodic itinerary; (2) r^ is an itinerary which is eventually periodic and (3) r/, do not satisfies (1) and (2) above. Assume 1^ is periodic. In this case we know (see (2.11)) that there is an interval for k big enough.
• In particular, for any of these parameter values assertion (*) is true. Assume F^ satisfies (3) above. In this case we can find a sequence f^n -^ A 6 suc^ ^at I^ satisfies (1) or (2) above. For these parameter values assertion (*) holds, therefore we conclude that it (*) is true for fi.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
• Denote by q^ = q^(X) the last intersection of the orbit ^{X) with Qn^j = I? 2. Since w{q^} = o-o(X) and a(^) = (Tn{X), there are horizontal strips R^{X) 3 q^ such that the positive orbit of points at R^ pass first near ao{X) and afterwards intersect Qi. This define maps PJ 1 : W] -^ Q^J = 1,2. Therefore the first return map Fx is defined on U^i(J^ U R} U R'j) with values on U^-^Qi and its restriction to Ri coincides with the Poincare map associated to cr^(X).
The same construction applies to vector field Y, near enough to X in the C^ -topology, r > 3.
From now and on the proof follows as in chapters II and III (3.1)-(3.4), that is: Give an explicit formula to the map Fy; show that there is an invariant stable foliation for Fy; change coordinates in the neighborhhod U and prove the result for the one-dimensional map associated to -Fy. As before we get the result. II) Assume L^^) > 0 (non-constant) for fi e 1Â s in Case (I) we have eight possibilities. We proceed as in (I)(i) to get the result in all of the cases.
Ill) The case Z4_i(^) = constant, i.e., VQ = 0 G 1{ satisfies L^_^) > 0 and L^(ii) = 0, for p. G l{.
